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Butte Montana

• The richest hill on Earth



Butte today

Yankee Doodle Tailings 
Impoundment 

Lake Berkeley (Berkeley Pit)

Lower Area One



History of Parrot Mine and Tailings

• 1864: Placer gold discovered in Silver Bow Creek



Fall 1864: Location of the Parrott Lode Claim
Mineral Survey 261





1876: Discovery of a rich vein of Chalcocite, Butte’s first 
Copper Mine

1879: Parrot Concentrator and Smelter built



1885: Various dams constructed on Silver Bow Creek to contain 
mine/mill tailings



Parrott smelter looked like this:



1890: Smelters throughout Butte render Butte’s air quality as suffocating

In 1899 Judge Lindsay ordered smelters to take additional steps to 
prevent smelter smoke to prevent smoke from “deluging the said city of 
Butte and smothering the inhabitants thereof. In May of 1899 the Parrot 
Smelter closed, having lost a “t” somewhere along the line.



1899: May, Parrrot Smelter closes, later in the year a fire destroys the 
buildings

Through much of the 20th Century the Parrot Tailings looked like:

1957: Anaconda Mining Company began work on the Berkeley pit, one 
of the first large open pit metal mines. Overburden was placed on top of 
the Parrot Tailings. 



1977: Arco (Atlantic Richfield) acquired the Anaconda Mining 
Company

1978: The Butte-Silver Bow County government constructed the 
county shops on top of the south half of the Parrot Tailings.

1980: Superfund Law (Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act) was passed.

1983: The Bill comes due: September 18th EPA lists the Butte site as 
a Superfund site. 



2004: EPA Initiated Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Studies (RI/FS) to 
evaluate sources of contaminants and 
possible clean-up alternatives

2005: Professional scientists in Butte 
compile a letter to EPA detailing the 
following items in bullet form:



 The Parrot tailings have not been adequately 
characterized

 The lateral and vertical extent of the contaminant plume in 
Metro Storm Drain (MSD) has not been delineated

 Contamination from the Parrot tailings has migrated 
farther than expressed in the Remedial Investigation (RI) 
and the Focused Feasibility Study (FFS)

 Operations and Maintenance (OM) costs for both the 
lagoon treatment system and general storm water 
management are likely to be underestimated because of 
the lack of characterization associated with portions of 
the operable unit

 Lower Area One remains a persistent source of 
contamination and additional wastes could be removed 
and/or stabilized

● Economic development and the future of Butte may be          
hindered by leaving waste in place



Which lead to:



In 2006 EPA issued a Record of Decision 
for the BPSOU (US EPA, 2006), largely 
discounting the concerns of the Butte 
geoscientists.

Which lead to:

Numerous studies 
detailing contamination
And Nick and Josh’s
presentations
Coming up.



The State of Montana did not concur with EPA’s 
decision to leave the Parrot Tailings in place

In 2016 Montana Governor Steve Bullock made 
a decision for the state to remove the Parrot 
tailings



Why does it matter that Montana did not concur 
and decided to remove the Parrot Tailings? 

$$
The money to do the work comes from the 
State’s Natural Resource Damage settlement:

$130,000,000
It does not come from remedy $, so is money 
that is not available for other NRDP 
restoration projects in the Upper Clark Fork 
River basin. 



The Butte site is the largest Superfund Complex in 
the United States extending from Butte down Silver 
Bow Creek and the Clark Fork River 115 miles to 
Bonner, just east of Missoula

The Superfund Complex consists of as many as 26
different operable units







In the summer of 2018 the State of Montana 
began Phase 1 removal of the Parrot Tailings



Moving dirt!



A good cross-section!



A good cross-section! Part 2



Mine waste characterization is hard



The End

Any 
Questions??


